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gWhat is the best strategy if you don’t know:

/how long the clients are going to live

/how much money they’ll spend each year

/what asset returns or inflation will be

g “… it pays to look not just at averages, but at what 

actually has happened, year-by-year, to investment 

returns and inflation in the past.”

Calculated by a financial planner, for his clients, in 1994

Safe withdrawal rates for Australian retirees

Bengen, William P. 1994. “Determining Withdrawal Rates Using Historical Data.” Journal of Financial Planning, vol. 7: 171–180.

Where did the 4% rule come from?
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Portfolio of 50% US shares and 50% US bonds, using historical returns

Maximum Initial Withdrawal rate for a 30 year period, with the starting point varying by year

The idea of “safe” was measured by the likelihood that you would still have $0.01 left after 30 years.

Initial Sustainable Withdrawal Rate %—Where the 4% Rule Comes From



Initial Sustainable Withdrawal Rate %—The “4% Rule”
… A (Historical) Australian Perspective including a portfolio fee of 1% p.a.
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Had early withdrawal rate research been based on this analysis it would not have 
suggested that a 4% initial withdrawal rate is safe, rather it would be closer to 2.5%.

Assumes : Portfolio of 50% Australian shares and 50% Australian bonds, using historical returns and a portfolio fee of 1% per annum. Maximum Withdrawal rate for a 30 year period, with the starting 
point varying by year. The % withdrawal rate applies for first year only, with subsequent years increased by inflation.



Historical Inflation-Adjusted Returns and Risk by Country: 1900-2014
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Source: Dimson, Marsh, Staunton. Morningstar. Average based on 20 country sample. Arithmetic and Geometric returns shown



Success Rates for Various Initial Withdrawal Rates and Portfolios 
(Expected returns and risk, diversified portfolio, 30 year retirement period)
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Larger withdrawal rates decrease chances of success. Adding equities can increase the withdrawal 
rate, but at a diminishing rate. Equities reduce success rates at lower withdrawal rates.
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Success Rates for Various Initial Withdrawal Rates and Retirement Periods
(50% growth / 50% defensive portfolio)
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Withdrawal Rates by Portfolios… Time Period +Target Success Rate
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gMoving from 50% (equivalent to an expected return) to 99% confidence, greatly reduces the withdrawal rate, as does 
increasing the retirement period

20 25 30 35 40

99% 4.1% 3.3% 2.8% 2.4% 2.2%

95% 4.7% 3.8% 3.3% 2.9% 2.6%

90% 5.0% 4.1% 3.5% 3.1% 2.8%

80% 5.4% 4.5% 3.9% 3.5% 3.2%

70% 5.7% 4.8% 4.2% 3.7% 3.4%

50% 5.9% 5.3% 4.6% 4.2% 3.9%

50% Shares / 50% Bond

Retirement Period (Years)
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g It is not set and forget – review annually

gManage expectations 

gHelp clients understand the trade-offs

/What is worse? Running out of money OR not 

having spent it all.

gAccount based pensions are only one part of the plan

gUnderstand how a liability can impact the investment 

decision
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New Math for Retirees and the 4% Withdrawal Rule. 

New York Times. 8 May 2015

The more you think about the findings in this paper the more you understand the value of financial advice.

Safe Withdrawal Rates
What are the conclusions



Important Information
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Any Morningstar ratings/recommendations contained in this presentation are based on the full research report available from 
Morningstar or your adviser. 
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